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INTRODUCTION 

Blades are one of the most critical components of gas turbine (Fig. 1) due different influenced factors over the 
operation life, such as: cyclic or thermal stresses in aggregate with corrosion and erosion processes [1-3]. The 
blades lifetime depends of the crack initiation time estimation based on probabilistic criterion and the period of 
crack propagation to critical size with final fracture. Due the fractographic investigations the primary cause of 
blade failure was established as high cycle fatigue [1]. Meanwhile, the primary crack can be originated from the 
large second phase particles [1] or from the corrosive pits [4]. Fracture of rotating blade can be cause of accident 
attended with extensive damages of other turbine components. So, periodic inspection by different 
nondestructive (NDT) methods is vital for the safe operation of gas turbine due to timely defect detection with 
subsequent cracked blade replacement before full fracture. In order to minimize the turbine downtime the NDT 
inspection is needed to be carried out quickly and efficiently. 
 

 
Figure 1: Representation of a Energy Generator Gas Turbine with Multi stage compressor. 
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Figure 2: Particular of multistage compressor of gas turbine  

There are many NDT methods can be used for detection of flaws and other anomalies in blades [2-8]. Dye 
penetrant method is low-cost and easy-to-use technique that frequently used for gas turbine blade inspection. 
But disadvantage of this technique are the high demands for inspected surface cleaning. This method has also 
limitations when after some time in service the inspected blade surface is corroded. Another limitation of dye 
penetrant testing is its suitability only for surface opening cracks [3]. Beside this, the dye penetrant method is 
not possible to be applied for coated blade inspection. Magnetic particle inspection is a relatively low-cost 
technique that allows the detection of cracks in ferrous materials. But this method has the same limitations as 
dye penetrant inspection. The eddy current (EC) and ultrasonic (US) techniques can be selected as the most 
applicable for practical blade inspection on site [3]. But among these two methods only EC method looks to be 
the more convenient for practical in-service inspection [3,7,8].    
 
There are some blade specific feathers needed to be appreciated when EC technology will be developed. It is 
first of all the complicated form with curved convex and concave surfaces, edge and fillet zones. The second 
important feature is the different types of coating for coated blades which can sufficiently influence the defect 
detectability. These circumstances are the reasons of specific EC technologies developed such as complex shape 
EC probes for curved zone inspection or pulsed EC method for detection of cracks under coating [7,8]. But the 
disadvantages of these approaches are the low sensitivity when complex form EC probes with wide inspection 
zone is applied [7] and impossibility to utilize conventional commercial EC flaw detectors with harmonic EC 
excitation in second case [8].        
 
In this paper new EC blade inspection technology developed on the base of the new double differential type EC 
probes, which are successfully used before in different complicated inspection applications [9-13], is presented.   
       

MAIN PECULIARITIES OF DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL EC PROBES 
 
Double differential (in our previous publication these probe were called multi-differential also were developed 
some decades ago. In these probes the coil were connected to obtain the second order differential signal 
response. Furthermore to obtain the first order differential connection the orthogonal directions were used. Due 
such connection specific quasi-absolute signal response with maximum signal amplitude when EC probe is 
situated directly under the long like crack flaw. Such feature is easy to be explained by analyzing the second 
derivative of absolute type signal response distribution. For local like pitting flaw all coils sense the flaw 
separately without signal summation. Thereof for local flaw these type probes are characterized by specific four 
point spatial signal response distribution with two positive and two negative peaks (Fig. 3) [9]. In presented 
double differential probes small size separated coils are used to obtain high sensitivity and penetration features 
in combination with high spatial resolution.        
 



 
 

Figure 3: Two dimensional double differential EC probe signal response distribution for local flaw 
 
Different investigations show that the main features of such probes were characterized with [9-12]: 

 High sensitivity to elongate like crack and local like pitting flaws due small size coil application; 
 High sensitivity to flaw under coating and the possibility to detect flaw with large clearance or  

              dielectric layer between probe and inspected surface;  
 High lift-off and probe inclination suppression; 
 Wide inspected path with high spatial resolution.     

 
Last year new double differential type EC probes with different operational frequency range and spatial 
resolution were designed. Now we have a wide range of double differential EC probes with operational surface 
diameter from 5 to 33 mm. Coil size, penetration and spatial resolution can be optimized for specific 
application.  
Comparatively new range of application is the detection of cracks in ferrous steel components. In this case the 
main advantage of these probes is high sensitivity through large clearance between probe and inspected surface. 
This peculiarity is especially useful when inspection operations are carrying out in automated mode. Therefore 
these probes were successfully used for automated systems creation. Last example is the automated system 
developed for combined US and EC wheel set inspection with 64 EC channels and 64 EC array probes unit [13].   
 

THE INVESTIGATION OF EC PROBE FOR BLADE INSPECTION       

The possibility to detect flaws with some clearance with high sensitivity is very important for gas turbine blade 
inspection due curved surfaces and fillet zones presence. Eve more it needed for inspection of blades coated by 
dielectric ceramic. For any EC probe size and operational frequency the limiting possibility to detect flaws 
through dielectric coating or clearance must be investigated.    
For our investigations small size MDF 0602 EC probe was selected as perspective for blade inspection due 
small operational diameter 6 mm. This probe has high enough spatial resolution due small EC coils diameter. 
The investigations were conducted with application of the special reference standard fabricated from ferrous 
steel 45 with smooth A (Rа - 1.25 μm) and rough B (Rz – 160 μm) surfaces (fig. 4). The surface roughness on 
the surface B is simulated in the form of the sawcut grid with sawcut pitch, thickness and depth 1.0; 0.5 and 0.16 
mm respectively. The artificial electrical-discharge-machined slots were 0.1 mm wide 30 mm long with depth 
0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1.0 and 2.0 mm on the smooth surface A and 0.6; 1.5 and 3.0 mm on the rough surface B.  



 

 
Figure 4:  Reference standard for EC probe investigations. 

 
The EC probe signal responses were investigated by computerized EC system based on the EDDYMAX flaw 
detector card produced by Тest Мaschinen Tecknik (Germany) in the hand scanning mode. Obtained signals 
were stored in PC memory in TIFF format. Selected EC probe make it possible to detect all slots in presented 
above reference standard with high signal-to-noise ratio. As example, Fig. 5 presents the signals in impedance 
and time-base modes obtained from shallowest 0.1 mm depth flaw on operational frequencies 40 and 400 kHz.  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 
Figure 5: Signals from shallowest 0.1 mm depth slot on operational frequencies 40 (a) 

and 400 kHz (b). 
 

For inspection of coated by ceramics gas engine blades it is essential to investigate the possibility to detect the 
flaws in ferrous steel through dielectric coating for blades covered by ceramic coating. To estimate sensitivity 
changes when flaw is detected through different thickness dielectric coatings the MDF 0602 EC probe signals 
were obtained when reference standard was covered by dielectric plates with thickness t changed from 0.5 to 5.0 
mm. For every flaw depth a from 0.1 to 2.0 mm there was by expert assessment estimated the limiting 
thicknesses tlim of coating through which the flaw was surely detected with enough signal-to-noise ratio. For 
example, on fig. 6 the signals in impedance and time-base modes obtained from shallowest flaw through 
dielectric plates with 2.5 mm and 1.5 mm thicknesses (estimated as limiting thicknesses tlim) for operational 
frequencies 40 and 400 kHz are presented. Amplification on fig. 5 is 24 dB and 18 dB more than the 
amplifications on fig. 5 for 40 kHz and 400 kHz relatively.  
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Figure 6: Signals obtained from shallowest 0.1 depth slot through 2.5 mm (a) and 1.5 mm thickness 
dielectric plates on operational frequencies 40 (a) and 400 kHz (b). 

 

It is natural that the limiting depth tlim of dielectric coating depends on the flaw depth and operational frequency. 
In fig.7  the dependences of limiting thickness tlim for operational frequencies 40 and 400 kHz for MDF 0601 EC 
probe are presented.  

 

Figure 7: The dependence of limiting thicknesses tlim on the flaw depths for operational frequencies 40 () 
and 400 kHz (Δ). 

  

The best possibility to detect the flaw through the dielectric coating is obtained for low operational frequency 40 
kHz.  For this frequency the shallowest 0.1 mm flaw is estimated to be detectable through the 2.5 mm thick 
dielectric coating and deepest 2.0 mm flaw is detectable through the 5.0 mm thick coating. Results presented on 
fig, 5 and fig.6 show the excellent sensitivity of MDF 0602 EC probe. These results were useful to estimate the 
possibility to detect the flaw in fillet zone where some clearance between the probe and inspected surfaces is 
created due surface curvature in this zone.   

Next, the possibility to detect the flaws in ferrous steel components through aluminium coating with selected EC 
probe was investigated. These investigations were executed by 0.5 mm thick aluminum plate application. For 
better penetration low 40 kHz operational frequency was selected. On fig. 8 the signals in impedance and time-
base modes obtained from different depth flaws through aluminium plates with 0.5 mm (a), 1.0 (b) and 1.5 mm 
(c) thicknesses are presented. Amplification on fig. 6,b and 6,c is relatively 6 dB and 12 dB more than the 
amplifications on fig. 6,a.  
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Figure 8:  EC probe signals obtained from different depth flaws through 0.5 (a); 1.0 (b) and 1.5 (c) 
thicknesses aluminum plates. 

 

 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS WITH DDP (DOUBLE DIFFERENTIAL PROBES) ON 
COMPRESSOR BLADES 
Excellent results have been obtained using DDP to inspect critical stage of compressor blades during service. 
One of the most critical zone is the filled zone of the blade (see Fig. 9); this can be inspected with DDP without 
shaping the head of the probe following the radius of the filled zone. 
This was always a difficult part of the examination because the changing of the radius along the length of the 
filled zone prevent the contact of the probe on the blade surface producing to a strong disturbing signal 
confusing the real indications. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Typical compressor blade for validation of EC testing with slits of 0,2x0,2x4 mm size (a); DDP 

during filled inspection (b and c), the probe has flat head and works on the full radius without lift off 
disturbing signal. 

 
The new DDP with flat head of 4 mm diameter has fully eliminated the lift off disturbing signal assuring a POD 
on surface breaking slits of 95%  
In addition the same probe has the capability to detect subsurface slits up to a depth of 1,5 - 2 mm with POD 85-
90%. 
The reference slits are indicated in Figure 9. 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Test result presentation with DDP on compressor blade of Figure 9. 
Lift off signal with different orientation of the probe in the filled (a); Signal on the slit (b); POD 

evaluation on the slit (c) by repetition test (95%). 
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